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Subject: Weekly update
From: Sean White <rrfc@pacific.net>
Date: 8/21/2014 3:55 PM
To: Lee Howard <lohoward@sonic.net>, Judy Hatch <bhatch@saber.net>, Richard Shoemaker
<greenlion@sbcglobal.net>, Paul Zellman <pzellman@mcn.org>, Alfred White <alw@saber.net>, Richard
Shoemaker <richard_uvcrc@sbcglobal.net>, Alfred White <alwhite@pacific.net>, Rosalind Peterson
<info@californiaskywatch.com>

This week:
-Continued working with Jeanne to push the TUCP thru the system. With
the draft order done (I sent out a copy earlier today), I would expect it
to get approved tomorrow or Monday.
-I developed a simple demand forecasting program to comply with the
terms of the TUCP. SCWA will set up a notification email address.
Contractors will be asked to voluntarily email "diversions@scwa.ca.gov"
(or something similar) 72 hours in advance of diverting water.
Contractors will let SCWA know how much (in gpm) and duration of
diversion. I ran this plan by the MCFB and they were ok with it.
-I have reserved the MCFB conference room for 9/3 at 600 pm for the
meeting required by TUCP. While I prefer the ARC this was faster and
easier and we don't have a lot of time for securing insurance etc.
-Attended the "upper Basin Managers" meeting
-I was invited to speak at the Kiwanas at the suggestion of Dan Rogina.
Nice group of people. I addressed the current state of affairs with Lake
Mendocino and potential solutions such as the Forecast Act and a revised
D1610.
They sent this thank you...
Hi Sean,
Thanks for your gracious text to me about our club. We greatly
appreciated your clear and insightful presentation to educate us
about our current water dilemma and the efforts to minimize
and rectify it. It is very encouraging to know we have you
providing a strong and very informed voice on behalf of wise
water use and policy in our area. Hopefully, it was clear to you
from the comments and questions at the meeting that we were
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very impressed with your presentation and grasp of water issues.
On behalf of Ukiah Kiwanis, I would like to thank you for taking
the time and effort to speak to us in such an effective and
informed manner.
Best regards,
Steve Lincoln
Programs
Kiwanis Club of Ukiah
-I also spoke on the KZYX radio show "Give and Take". I addressed
similar issues to those presented to the Kiwanas as well as some
historical prospective on water supply history in Mendocino County.
-Attended MCFB water meeting
-Met with Sam Sandovalis to discuss modeling for our CAP 1135 study
-Met with USACE 2x re: our CAP 1135 study
Next week-I will be accompanying the USACE on the annual flood control structure
inspection Monday and Tuesday
-We will be sending out a meeting notice for the TUCP forecasting term
-Meeting with DHS about post-merger permitting
-Meeting with SCWA and the USACE re: Mussel inspections
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